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The method of ideal plan of bearing structures based on hereditary calculation has been recom-
mended. A structure of steel outline with fluctuating 9 parameters utilizing the strategy for limited
components is considered for instance. The volume is limited alongside utilization. The extra condi-
tions associated with pressure and dependability and neighborhood are determined. As a material
steel S345 with the accompanying qualities is utilized. To figure the edge the accompanying param-
eters are utilized: 20 people; 300 ages; 0,1 determination weight; 0,05 change standard; 15 substi-
tution number. Change deviations have direct character and sum 0,001� � �0,0001 for rib and divider
thickness, however for different components 0,01� � �0,001. The best variation relating to the volume
least of the edge material is uncovered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the most recent couple of decades in the circles of

building, financial aspects and arranging there is a pat-

tern of change from the permissible specialized and over-

seeing answers for ideal ones. In any case, the cutting

edge improvement hypothesis has not met the prerequisites

of a plan engineer due to the way that its severe scien-

tific strategies don’t consider genuine states of structure

issues. Moreover, present day confounding structure prac-

tice needs in proficient numerical methods for taking care

of such issues [1–10].

A distinctive component of the new methodology is

a perplexing improvement making conceivable to plan

an entire framework, yet not its different parts. In this

way a standout amongst the most significant logical and

connected issues is to create procedure of ideal struc-

ture of complex specialized frameworks—the framework

plan [11–21].

A development is described by various criteria: cost,

unwavering quality, weight, estimate, building time and

so forth, that can came in shared logical inconsistency.

The trouble of the issue arrangement comprises in the

absence of from the earlier data fundamental for scanning

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

for ideal variation of development. Accordingly, the struc-

ture system is advantageous to mastermind so that the

volume of data on development would increment at each

consequent stage. In the meantime it is important to bar

deficient variations uncovered throughout plan. In this

manner, the two inclinations are to consolidate: age of

assortment of changes and truncation of the got assort-

ment [22, 23]. A recommended structure system is reliable

with advancement improvement procedure and hereditary

calculation (GA) specifically.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
OF RESEARCH

Hereditary calculations got a wide acknowledgment amidst

the 1960’s inferable from J. Holland’s works. They

reproduce developmental procedure with the weight on

hereditary instruments, for example quality legacy and

recombination. It is made by some number (populace) of

counterfeit chromosome (people). Every chromosome con-

tains n qualities that relate to n wanted factors of enhance-

ment issue.

Hereditary calculations like development calculation

when all is said in done are connected to scan for the

capacity worldwide extremum of numerous factors. The

standard of their activity depends on displaying a few
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components of populace hereditary qualities, control of

chromosome set at shaping genotype of another nat-

ural individual by methods for legacy of guardians’

chromosome parts, inadvertent varieties of genotype

known as change.

In Figure 1 hereditary calculation is appeared. The pri-

mary thought of advancement comprises in improving the

individual wellness of the principal populace age until stop

criteria are accomplished.

1. Introductory populace. At first it is important to make

the underlying populace of people. As nothing is thought

about target work, let us take the individual qualities in the

previous expressed territory as incidental and consistently

disseminated.

2. Singular assessment. It is important to decide readiness

for every one of infant people based on target work. At

that point one can begin age circle to improve singular

wellness.

3. Choice is the initial step to this improvement at which

people are chosen by some coincidence or based on their

past wellness as indicated by the procedure. This determi-

nation fills in as either sort prolongation or tip top status

move. Individual with a first class status can be neither

rejected from genuine age nor changed.

4. Multiplication implies variety prolongation of people

chose for this reason. The least complex method for pro-

liferation is adapting people. Other than it, GA system

attempts to produce the best people by quality recombina-

tion in chromosome. Standard speaking, for this situation

parent people structure couples that trade qualities with

initial population

individual evaluation

reproduction

selection

mutation

individual evaluation

individual replacement

no

yes

end

cease?

Fig. 1. The genetic algorithm.

one another by some coincidence and structure along these

lines two infants.

5. Transformation changes separate qualities of genetic

supply. Attributable to it at GA genetic supply ought to be

reestablished in light of the fact that at multiplication there

would be misfortune genetic supply assortment ordinarily

after a couple of number of ages.

6. Singular assessment. In the wake of changing individ-

ual chromosomes by recombination and transformation it

is vital for each infant to decide the wellness.

7. Singular substitution. Toward the finish of age circle it

is important to discover what people ought to be barred

from the populace. Generally without substitution the pop-

ulace would develop longer. GA is normally supplanted

with most of guardians by babies.

8. Stop criteria characterize term of streamlining proce-

dure and assume a conclusive job in assessment of results.

The two variations of framing stop criteria are utilized:

(1) wellness control, because of which the procedure is

stopped if the most extreme wellness esteem in populace

isn’t on a very basic level improved in the scope of indi-

cated age number; (2) assurance of age number.

The two variations have impediments. In the princi-

pal variation it can happen that the most extreme well-

ness esteem in the populace does not change for quite

a while, however at that point, for example because of

effective transformation there is an improvement. Sub-

sequently on account of early stop just suboptimum is

accomplished.

In the second variation ideal criteria are not the princi-

ple one by any stretch of the imagination. Regularly the

arrangement keeping up enough the resilience set up for

shifted parameters is picked. For this situation it is as yet

important to complete improvement forms with various

quantities of ages to assess the outcomes.

By methods for choice and prohibition of people

with generally poor wellness the populace is addition-

ally revalued. Plainly for this situation the genetic supply

can lose some great qualities. GA attempts to decrease

these misfortunes however much as could reasonably be

expected [1, 2].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

� = 78�5 kH/m3; the module of longitudinal elastic-

ity E = 2�1 · 105 MPa, lateral deformation coefficient

� = 0�3; yield stress Ryn = 360 MPa, design resistance

Ry = 300 MPa.

Give us a chance to think about the structure of steel

outline for instance. The volume is limited alongside

weight and material utilization. The extra conditions asso-

ciated with pressure and dependability conditions, gen-

eral and nearby are determined. As a material steel S345

with the accompanying qualities is utilized: thickness 5 ≤
b ≤ 15; 10 ≤ hp� ≤ 30; 10 ≤ hp0 ≤ 30; 0�5 ≤ tp0 ≤ 1�5;
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Fig. 2. Frame profile and cross-sections of the beam and support.

0�5 ≤ tpc ≤ 1�5; 10 ≤ hCB ≤ 30; 10 ≤ hCH ≤ 30; 0�5 ≤
tc0 ≤ 1�5; 0�5 ≤ tcc ≤ 1�5�

Objective function, expressing the volume of the frame

material has the following form:

V = 2�4tcc�hCB +hCH −2tcn�

+2tpc�hp� +hpn −2tpn�+b�19�2tcn +16tpn�

From the states of watching the nearby steadiness of rib

shaft cross-segment components the acceptable relations

of their sizes are expressed: for the spine it is 10, for the

help it is 110. The upper and lower bound of the ideal

factors are expressed in the accompanying manner (in sm):

b hp� hp0 hCB hCH tp0 tpc tc0 tcc

A similar articulation with the contrary sign character-

izes the wellness work.

Utilizing the technique for limited components for

count, let us break the half of the casing volume into

108 components—48 in the bar and 60 in the help, for

this situation in the cross-segment there are 6 components

(2 for each the spine and the divider).

As per the quantity of streamlined parameters we

present the chromosome model.

Table I. Sizes of profile elements.

b hp� hp0 tp0 tpc hCH hCB tc0 tcc

1 55 138 143 6�4 5�0 100 105 5�0 5�0

2 69 209 231 5�7 5�1 298 281 6�6 5�0

3 50 120 157 5�6 5�0 102 158 5�0 5�0

4 50 120 194 5�6 5�0 101 108 5�0 5�0

5 63 191 252 5�2 5�0 191 300 5�8 5�0

6 50 115 123 7�0 5�0 102 119 5�0 5�0

7 50 161 162 5�5 5�0 101 121 5�0 5�0

8 51 128 169 5�6 5�0 103 116 5�0 5�1

9 51 131 154 6�1 5�1 102 120 5�0 5�0

10 50 126 161 5�8 5�0 110 117 5�1 5�1

Table II. Geometric characteristics of frame and stress.

V � b/tp0 b/tc0

1 0,0150 161 7�4 9�4
2 0,0265 160 11�7 10�1
3 0,0150 161 8�5 9�5
4 0,0147 160 8�4 9�5
5 0,0224 388 11�5 10�4
6 0,0153 338 6�8 9�5
7 0,0149 162 8�6 9�5
8 0,0149 162 8�7 9�7
9 0,0152 162 7�9 9�7
10 0,0149 161 8�2 9�3

To compute the edge the accompanying parameters are

utilized: 20 people; 300 ages; 0,1 determination weight;

0,05 change standard; 15 substitution number.

Transformation deviations have direct character and sum

0,001� � �0,0001 for spine and divider thickness, however

for different components 0,01� � �0,001.

The acquired outcomes (sizes are in mm) are introduced

in the Table I. In the Table II the edge volume V, m3, the

biggest ordinary pressure, MPa, and the connection and

are exhibited.

From the Table II it is clear that the relations of and

are surpassed in the second and fifth lines. In the fifth

and 6th lines the determined pressure is surpassed. Along

these lines, the three variations of arrangement ought to be

overlooked.

The divider thicknesses relate to determined lower

bound. Different parameters are in the scope of indicated

limits. In the rest seven variations of arrangement the

volume isn’t adequately unique (in the scope of 3,4%).

The negligible volume relates to the fourth variation of

arrangement [25–27].

4. CONCLUSION

1. Genetic calculations are incredible discovering implies.

The arrangement got on their premise is problematic, how-

ever it doesn’t keep from utilization of calculations to

scan for worldwide extremums at structure development

enhancement.

2. Genetic calculations are adequate for arrangement of

multipara metric nonconvex issues in examination with the

known expository techniques for improvement.

3. The arrangement can be made increasingly precise hav-

ing expanded the matrix thickness of the limited compo-

nents. Expanding the quantity of streamlined parameters

results in increment of the quantity of people and ages.

In addition, machine time utilization builds, that occasion-

ally may fill in as an assessment parameter of utilizing

hereditary calculations.
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